FEZ DAY TRIP

EXPLORE THE NARROW STREETS LINED WITH SHOPS SELLING FRESH FRUITS, SPICES, INTRICATELY WOVEN BERBER CARPETS, AND NUMEROUS OTHER ART AND CRAFT ITEMS

VISIT MADRASA BOU INANIA, NEJJARINE SQUARE, EL-ATTARINE SOUK, UNIVERSITY AND MOSQUE OF AL-KARAOUINE

DISCOVER CHOUARA TANNERY AND SEE HOW WORKERS PREP LEATHER, CLEAN IT AND DYE IT

Included
- Guided Tour
- Transportation in air conditioned vehicle
- Driver
- On site-assistance

Excluded
- Food and drinks
- Tips (Optional)

Price
300DH/Person

Book now
Call +212 661486203
+212 535658446
info@gm2travel.ma

www.gm2travel.ma
gm2travel
GM2Travel
DESCRIPTION:

Fez Guided Tour will enable you to discover every magical and historical feature of the old city of Fes. During our trip, our professional traveling team will start by picking you up from your hotel. Then, we will see the marvelous mansion, the famous Royal Palace, where you will be able to see the giant doors made of copper, marble, and small pieces of tiles and Mosaic. We will visit the Bab Boujloud (Blue Gate) with its green and blue ceramics. Next, we will continue to see the Madrasa Boulnania (Koranic school), founded as early as the 13th century, pass by Talaa saghira Street to the Nejjarine place and museum of the wood. Afterward, we will walk by Attarine Souk (famous for the spices) to the Al-Karaouine (the first university in the world, established in 859 by Fatima al Fihria). we will also explore the Seffarine place where we will see the Metal-Workers. Finally, we will visit the famous Chouara Tannerie in the world to see how real leather is being made and colored.

At the end of the tour, we will drop you off at your accommodation.